Your path to a Psychology major

Key points:
- 10 Psychology courses needed for the major: 6 required [which includes either PSY565 (AEP) OR PSY705 (Seminar)] plus 4 electives
- refer to Coe College catalog for official requirements
- always consult a Psychology faculty in planning out your Psychology major

Legend:
- arrows trace back to prerequisites for each course
- bold outlines denote required courses
- shaded-in boxes: junior status also required
§: consent of instructor also required
¶: declared major in psychology also required
¥: one semester college-level statistics also required
œ: OR consent of instructor as alternative prerequisite
∆: OR BIO225 (ExpHumPhys) as alternative prerequisite

Introductory Psych
PSY115

Research Methods
PSY200

Research Participation
PSY365

Abnormal Psych
PSY235

Learning & Behavior
PSY365

Social Psych
PSY335

Testing & Measurement
PSY475

Behavioral Neuroscience
PSY525

Statistics & Data Analysis
PSY301

Industrial-Organizational Psych
PSY465

Part-time Internship
PSY895

Counseling
PSY410

Origins of Contemporary Psych
PSY545

Drugs & Behavior
PSY465

Personality
PSY495

Memory & Cognition
PSY405/400 (lab)

Social Psych
PSY335

Testing & Measurement
PSY475

Industrial-Organizational Psych
PSY465

Independent Study
PSY805.

Advanced Experimental Psych
PSY565

Seminar in Psych
PSY705.

Environmental Psychology
PSY565

Origins of Contemporary Psych
PSY545

Advanced Experimental Psych
PSY565

Seminar in Psych
PSY705.

Independent Study
PSY805.
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